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Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instructions :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.
2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.
3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions

answer on separate page.
4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) What data in respect of policy and claim records do you think needs to be captured?

5
b) What are the steps involved in a deterministic cashflow model? 5
c) i) List conditions that could have changed that will lead to an insurance company’s

past term assurance data not reflecting its likely future experience. 3
ii) Give an example of an economic change that has an effect on a demographic

factor for a benefit scheme. 2
d) What should premiums or contributions allow for? What other factors should be

taken into account? 5
e) Why individual provisions may be calculated? 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) An expert witness is advising on a suitable discount rate to calculate the value of a

lump sum award to a 50-year old individual in compensation for his claim for loss of
earnings following an injury at work.
The amount of the award is based on the annual earnings lost and the number of years
out of work and makes use of a discount rate in order to create a present value.
In previous cases the discount rate has been the real yield available on an index of
long-dated index-linked government securities.
Give reasons why the real yield on a long-dated index-linked government securities
index could be an inappropriate discount rate at this time. 5

b) The financial service (e.g. insurance) contract provider will also consider the cost
involved in determining and implementing the terms, compared with the benefit
available on discontinuance.
What constitutes this cost? 5

c) Other than determining the expense loading for premiums, for what other purposes
do expenses need to be allocated? 5

d) A bank identifies an adverse trend: more customers than expected default on their
mortgage payments. Suggest corrective actions the bank might take. 5

e) i) The loading for expenses in life contracts can be in some prescribed manner.
What are they? 2
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ii) Which of the four methods above, if any, would be appropriate for loading each
of the following types of expenses into an insurance company’s premium basis:
1) Commission paid to a sales intermediary
2) Underwriting costs
3) Administration costs of setting up customer records
4) Investment management costs
5) Long-term care claim costs
6) Overheads
Where none of the methods appears appropriate, suggest an alternative. 3

3. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) Explain why the benefits might be less valuable than expected in relation to a defined

contribution scheme. 5
b) What are the main claim risks to a general insurance company? 5
c) i) The management of risk by an organization has three aspects. What are they? 3

ii) List the methods that can be used to identify risks. 2
d) Discuss different types of reinsurance. 5
e) i) Explain with the use of examples how natural synergies may arise in:

1) Life insurance
2) General insurance 4

ii) Explain how a risk can be avoided in the case of a financial contract. 1

4. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) i) Many reinsurance companies are based (or have subsidiaries) offshore, e.g. in

Bermuda. Suggest possible reasons for basing a reinsurance company in an
overseas state. 3

ii) What types of derivative contract could be used to provide downside protection
for a provider’s equity portfolio? How could the cost of this downside protection
be met by selling the upside using a second derivative contract? 2

b) i) Why will a provider not wish to hold too large an amount of capital in excess of
its economic capital requirement? 1

ii) What are the disadvantages of factor-based capital charges? 4
c) What can be potential gains from a merger? 5
d) You are looking at the ratio of commission to premium income in an insurer’s accounts.

You see that the value of this ratio is 20% lower than it was for this insurer in the
previous year’s accounts. Why might this reduction in the ratio have occurred? 5

e) i) A life insurance company has a portfolio of 10-year endowment assurance
contracts. It is monitoring a tranche of these policies that were sold exactly 9
years ago. What is the effect on the surplus arising of strengthening the valuation
basis at the end of year 9 assuming everything else is unchanged?
Hint : You should consider the effect on the surplus arising in both years 9 and 10. 4

ii) If a realistic basis is being used, what is the likely impact of new business on surplus? 1
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